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1. Introduction to Tag That Photo

Tag That Photo (TTP) is designed primarily for the family photo archivist. It is essentially a “power face
tagger and organizer” for managing large quantities of digital photos. The typical TTP user is concerned
about the following factors:

● Control and privacy of their personal data/images
● Fast and accurate tagging
● Powerful searching with people being the primary index
● Ownership and retention of their tagging efforts (not locked into a proprietary platform

or database)

Tag That Photo is not designed to:

● Edit photos
● Share photos on social networks
● Show ads or sell your data to third parties

At present, Tag That Photo is a Windows 64-bit application to take advantage of advances in memory
size, and disk I/O performance. As a result, TTP runs on 64-bit versions of Windows 7, 8 or 10. We do not
have an Apple MacOS version and while we have received a few requests we donʼt have any plans in the
near future to develop one.

2. Getting Started

To install Tag That Photo, download the installation program by registering for a free trial on the Tag
That Photo website (www.tagthatphoto.com). (You may have also downloaded the program from a
third-party so�ware website.)

The following URL always points to the latest version of Tag That Photo:

https://tus-api.tagthatphoto.services/tus/latestClientInstaller

Upon registering, you will receive an email with installation instructions.

NOTE: Windows may caution that the installation program is “unknown.” We assure you that the Tag That
Photo application is properly signed and is likely being flagged because it is relatively new. You can always
submit the install program to sites like “VirusTotal.com” for peace of mind that there are no security issues
related to TTP.

Your virus scanner may also prompt you to allow the “facerecognition” and “facedetection” programs to
use a network connection. These services run in the background and communicate with the Tag That
Photo main program using TCP/IP (internet protocol). A TTP tray program allows you to open the main
program (if it has been minimized) or close the program and background services.
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A screenshot is shown below with the Tag That Photo tray icon circled. Right-click on the icon to get a
short menu of options.

NOTE: Prior to running a computer backup, be sure to close the background services. This ensures that the TTP
database files are closed properly. You can find the integrated backup option at the bottom of the control panel.

3. Main Tasks

A�er installation and upon initial launch:

● New Subscribers: If it is your first time running TTP, youʼll see the “Settings Screen” first and will
be prompted to select folders to add to your library. TTP will scan any digital images (PNG, JPEG,
TIFF, RAW*, HEIC) in those folders and add the images to your TTP library.

● Existing Subscribers: You will see a splash screen as the various system services are started.
When this disappears, you will be presented with the People view.

* RAW means native digital format images coming from cameras like Nikon, Sony, Canon, and
others. See the section below for more details. The full list of supported camera types can be found
at this link and is made possible by open-source so�ware:

https://www.libRAW.org/supported-cameras

Viewing RAW Images and HEIC Images
TTP supports PNG, JPG and TIFF images files by default. To support viewing and scanning HEIC and
RAW images we use Microso�-supplied image drivers. To test whether you have the appropriate drivers
available on your system, follow these steps:

From the Help menu, select Diagnostics, then select Check RAW&HEIC Image Support. This
function attempts to display a HEIC and a RAW formatted image. If you can view the images,
youʼre all set. If you cannot view the images, you will need to install the necessary drivers.

These can be found at the Microso� store (the base drivers are free). See images below from the
MS Store. For HEIC you may also require the HEVC extension (approx. $1 USD).
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● RAW:

● HEIC/HEIF:

● For HEIC/HEIF: you may also need the following HEVC extension depending on the version of
Windows you are running.

We create the following additional files to support RAW and HEIC images:

● XMP metadata file (commonly referred to as a “sidecar”). It has the same name as the original
image file, but with an XMP file type. It is typically less than 20kb in size. When moving RAW or
HEIC images be sure to also copy the XMP file to preserve the metadata.

● A JPG thumbnail version of the RAW or HEIC image. This could consume 200k to 300k per image.
These images are not as important as the XMP metadata and will be recreated if they donʼt exist
and an image is found in a new location.
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Scanning and Importing
Image folders can be added and imported from the Settings screen (the “gear” icon at the top right).

This is where you manage the folder list that comprises your TTP library. Folders can be selected and
added to the TTP library from any location visible to Windows Explorer. This includes Google Drive,
Dropbox, Box.net, OneDrive, etc. If you have remote drives on NAS devices, make sure those drives are
“mapped” to a Windows Drive letter (i.e., E:, G:, etc.)

Live Folder Monitoring
Live Folder Monitoring selects which folders are being continuously monitored for changes by TTP.
This avoids unnecessary scanning by TTP if another photo management program you use generates
temporary image files to perform its job. For example, let s̓ say you use a certain program to add a GPS
location to a group of photos. That program may create a temporary image file, add the GPS
coordinates, delete the original image, and rename the temporary file to the original file name. If TTP
was monitoring this folder, TTP would try to scan each new temporary file as it is created, then the file
would be renamed, and that would generate another scan. That would cause unnecessary scanning and
slow your system down. If this is something you do regularly, you can toggle monitoring off, perform all
changes with the other program and, when finished, ask TTP to scan the folder for changes using the
TTP Windows Explorer menu.

Add & Remove Folders, Etc.
Add or remove folders or import Fotobounce and Picasa libraries. TTP will pick up any metadata from
images that contain XMP face tags and add it to the TTP database. This includes import of Picasa images.

An asterisk denotes that there are “Library Rules” associated with that specific folder. Refer to section
below for more details on setting rules. Note that removing folders will remove all tag information
related to those photos from the local database. If you are writing metadata to images then the tags are
preserved, but if not the information will no longer be available. Adding folders and images that were
previously monitored by TTP does not bring back that information.

NOTE: TTP does not scan your entire hard drive. This avoids many “garbage” or “unimportant” images
showing up in your library.
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Importing a Picasa Library
See the FAQ on our website for instructions on setting up Picasa to write all face tags directly into the
images (https://tagthatphoto.com/faqs/).

Importing a Fotobounce library:
A�er selecting your Fotobounce folder, TTP will export that library to an intermediate file and then
import the metadata into TTP. Note, only names and face info are imported from Fotobounce.

Importing a MS Photo Gallery library:
Assuming you have selected the option in MS Photo Gallery to write face tags to XMP then TTP will pick
up those tags as part of the initial image scan. For reference here are the two settings required in MS
Photo Gallery:

Once you select a folder to import, it may take up to 20 seconds for the “facedetection” service to start
scanning the images. Scanning activity is shown at the bottom right, along with a progress bar. The
initial scan for faces is the most time consuming and scanning speed will vary widely. TTP is looking for
faces as small as 30 pixels across and that takes some time. As a rough rule of thumb, TTP will scan
between 3,500 and 6,000 images per hour. Based on our testing, weʼve found a local SSD (solid state
drive) disk performs best. NAS drives connected by Wifi have the slowest scanning speeds, not because
the disk drives in the NAS device are slow, but simply because the Wifi connection is relatively slow
compared to internal computer networks.
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Setting Library Rules
A�er selecting a specific folder in your Library (note: a row in the Image Folders window has to be
selected), you may set various rules for that specific folder that govern how TTP will scan the image files
and sub-folders. This feature gives you much better control over the content of your TTP library.

To create or edit rules, highlight a folder, then click the “Set Library Rules” button. The following
window will appear.

● The le� side shows the folders contained within the root library folder.
● The right side contains any specific rules that have been set.
● There are two general types of rules:

1. included file types (all are selected by default)
2. excluded files or folders

In the example above , file types to scan include JPEG and TIFF images, and we exclude the sub-folder
named “thumbnails”.

NOTE: You can create more than one “Name” rule for excluding files or folders. You can also specify “*”
wildcards for matching file or folder names.

EXAMPLE: To exclude any folder name that contains “thumb” anywhere in the name you could
specify “*thumb*” in the entry field. There are also options for controlling the scope of the rule.
This feature is very powerful for managing what images are scanned by TTP.

One item of note is the handling of temporary files. Various programs, including Windows Explorer, will
create temporary files during modifications to metadata for example. The original file is copied to a
temp file, the changes applied, and then the temp file is renamed to the original. TTP attempts to
maintain the link between the original file, the temp file, and the new modified file. However, there is
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some effort to maintain this connection, so it is less overhead if you are regularly editing images outside
TTP to turn off “live monitoring” of the folder. Another approach is to specifically exclude temp files if
you know the filename format.

When making any changes to the monitored folders or associated settings, as soon as you click the
“Close” button, the file system will be scanned and implement any changes made to the Rules. This
process may take a few seconds to begin.

Free vs. Lite vs. Premium subscription
The Free and Personal Lite plans are fully featured, but with a maximum limit of 10 and 100 people
(respectively) that can be tagged (ie. named). Within those maximum thresholds you can tag an
unlimited number of faces and photos. Should you want to upgrade that can be done with a simple
request to info@tagthatphoto.com. All tagging data remains intact with an upgrade.

What if my subscription expires
The so�ware will continue working, the only features that wonʼt continue are:

- scanning new images detected in the TTP library folders
- making new suggestions based on new faces or newly named unknown faces

And of course, all of the embedded metadata tags will remain in your tagged images.

Managing Photo Metadata
Tag That Photo offers granularity for setting which metadata fields are updated by TTP. TTP will read any
existing metadata (XMP face regions or IPTC standard fields). All data is kept in a local database and
then optionally written back directly into the images. The Photo Metadata Settings (see screenshot
below) control what fields TTP will actually write into the images directly.
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Write Tag That Photo faces & tags
This is the primary setting that enables or disables metadata writing. If you do not want TTP to write to
your images, or for some reason the disk drive where your images reside is write-protected then you
should leave this setting turned “off”.

TTP writes metadata (face tags, keyword tags, GPS tags) into image files using industry standards based
on the Adobe XMP format. For TIFF and JPGs – the metadata is embedded directly in the images. For
PNG, HEIC, and RAW formats we use a “sidecar” method for XMP. The sidecar is actually a separate text
file with the same name as the image, and a file type of XMP. The metadata is written as a background
process and takes place when no folder importing is occurring.

Three important notes on this feature:

1. For All users – when moving images around on your hard drive, be careful that all related files
for an image are moved. This includes the XMP sidecar for RAW and HEIC images. TTP also
creates a JPG thumbnail image for RAW & HEIC images. The important part is the XMP sidecar
since it holds the image s̓ unique and valuable metadata. The JPG thumbnail will be recreated if it
doesnʼt exist when the image is first scanned.

2. For Fotobounce users – Turn on TTP “write” if you are replacing Fotobounce completely as your
face tagging utility. By writing XMP face tags into the images, Fotobounce will see these images
as brand new and rescan them – losing your face tags in the Fotobounce database.

3. For Picasa users – TTP will replace all existing XMP face tag regions with TTP tags. Please be
aware of this. If you only write out MS face tags with TTP then interestingly enough, Picasa will
read those, meaning that you can have two-way compatibility with Picasa and TTP with Picasa
writing MWG tags and TTP writing MS faces tags; and both reading them to stay in sync.

Face region settings
Refers to face region metadata.
TTP supports two metadata standards:

1. MS XMP face region that was used by MS Photo Gallery. Some applications support this standard.
Windows Explorer will read names from these regions when displaying image properties;

2. Metadata Working Group (MWG) standard that has the broadest support and is currently an
active standards organization. If you are going to turn on Face Region writing, then we
recommend turning both on to give you the best compatibility with other so�ware systems.

NOTE: We DO NOT recommend using multiple so�ware programs to write face regions. Primary reason is to
avoid two applications updating the same image at the same time, potentially causing data corruption.
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Information settings
These relate to IPTC metadata fields.

● Write keywords – If you have keywords in TTP they will also be mirrored in the metadata.
● Append People names to keywords – This setting writes names in the following fields: IPTC

Core “Keywords” and XMP dc:subject. This is specifically required for Adobe Lightroom
compatibility, which needs to see a matching keyword with name and a face region for it to
recognize and import people. If not using Lightroom, People names are also visible in other
popular photo management applications.

● Write Geo coordinates – We recommend this setting be set to “off” if you use a different tool
for managing geotags.

● Write time image taken – We recommend this setting be set to “off” if you use other tools for
managing image dates.

● Write description (caption) – When TTP writes a description that is sometimes called Caption
in other programs. We recommend this setting be set to “off” if using another tool to manage
image descriptions.

● Write title – We recommend this setting be set to “off” if using another tool to manage image
titles.

NOTE: In general, if you want to see names in virtually all other so�ware packages then “appending people
names to keywords” is your friend!
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Other parameters available on the Settings screen include:

● Launch Tag That Photo when logging intoWindows
Check this if you want TTP to start a�er each reboot.

● Background task CPU usage – Set the slider low (toward “Least CPU Usage”) if you want to use
your computer while TTP scans images. Set the slider higher if you will not need to use your
computer during scanning. For example, if you want to scan thousands of images overnight, you
should set it further to the right. Scanning speed is dependent on a number of factors - disk
speed (SSDs are fastest), CPU power, and size of images. Current PCs can scan about 3000 images
per hour.

● Face Recognition Suggestion Accuracy – Adjust the slider for more suggestions or more
accuracy. The downside of more suggestions is that there will be false positives that will have to
be corrected. You can find a balance based on the type of digital images you have. A�er making a
change you will need to tag a face before the system will display any more or fewer suggestions.

● Face DetectionMinimum FaceWidth - The minimum face size that will result from a scan of
your images is set with this slider. The default is 120 pixels to work across common high
resolution images. Note that the best face recognition results (suggestions) will come from faces
that are 150 pixels wide or greater. You can set this lower if you are scanning low resolution
images. Refer to further discussion on this topic in the Face Tagging section.

● Logging Level – Log files are used by the system to maintain an audit trail of changes. This is
useful for debugging problems; but has the downside of consuming disk space. The logs are only
maintained for less than a month – so that helps to limit the disk space no matter what the
setting. Set the slider low (toward “Less Logging”) if you want TTP to keep the minimum size log
files. More granular logs files are written for “More Logging” and that could be useful for
debugging purposes.

● Backup/Restore/Reset Database – this feature allows you to back-up the data files related to TTP
operation (from AppData folder – see Section 4 for location details). Refer to Section 4 for more
info about these functions.

● Regenerate Thumbnails and Reconcile Faces – this is important for certain situations with older
versions of Tag That Photo. You should not really have to use these features unless something is
wrong – please consult with Support before running these functions.

NOTE: While you can include USB drives, we only recommend permanently attached drives so that TTP does not
lose the image links if a drive happens to be removed from your system. If you have a licensed version and have
chosen to embed metadata in the images – even if the images are removed from TTP, if those images return, the
metadata will be read and no tags will be lost.

As the application detects faces in your selected image folders, they appear under one of three available
tabs: People, Suggested or Unknown. People will always be the default tab when the app loads.
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Below is an example of the People view.

NOTE: The total number of faces are indicated on the tabs that are not selected/active.

NOTE: If you are approaching or past the Free or Personal Liteʼs person limit, a yellow warning message will
appear along the bottom of the screen.

Below is an example of the Suggested view including descriptions for the tagging options.
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Below is an example of the Unknown view including descriptions for the tagging options.

NOTE: Suggested and Unknown view, clicking the trash icon to delete the remaining faces does NOT delete your
photo(s) from Tag That Photo. It WILL remove the face(s) from your TTP database so they do not appear in the
future.

Force Rescan Note: Force rescan will NOT restore deleted faces as those are being tracked. If the photo(s)
containing the deleted faces are moved out of TTP monitored folders and then later are scanned by TTP again,
they will appear as new images and this deleted face tracking feature wonʼt be able to do its magic.
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Face Tagging
The main goal of TTP is to create a people index for your entire photo library. With 50,000 images (for
example) you may have 75,000 faces tagged and several hundred different individuals. The big benefit is
that youʼll be able to find the photos for the people you are interested in within seconds.

The following points cover the basics of face detection and recognition that factor into the tagging
process. Skip this section if you want to get started tagging!

● Tag That Photo uses face recognition technology (with deep machine learning) to try to match
known faces with unknown faces, primarily to save time in creating a complete people index.

● The first step is scanning an image to find face regions. This step is complicated by the following
aspects; lighting, extreme pose and profiles, expression, sunglasses, partial blocking of faces,
resolution, and focus are the main issues. We have chosen settings for the face detector that
balance all of the above. If a face is missed in a scan that is called a false negative. If TTP finds a
face region that is not really a face, then that is a false positive. We try to avoid false negatives for
the simple reason that it is easier to delete a false positive face versus adding a manual face tag.

● The default detection settings are hard-coded and not directly accessible to users. For certain
situations, we may suggest changes to these settings. However, TTP has a very accurate face
detector so rest assured you have world-class detection technology.

● There is one face detection setting that you can control, and that is the minimum face size -
specified in pixels. The benefit of using this setting is that you can adjust to the type of photos
you are scanning. Examples:

○ If you are scanning large group shots, or shots at a concert, stadium, dance club or other
venue where there could be hundreds or thousands of people in the background, then
you generally donʼt want to be dealing with the faces in the background. By adjusting the
min. face size to be larger then you shouldnʼt see background faces. If you make a change
to this setting; you have to run “Force Rescan” on the image(s) to see the revised results.

○ If you are scanning Internet images or old photos that may have lower resolution, you will
want to adjust the min. face size to a lower setting to not filter out faces you want to keep.

○ One thing to remember - for the optimum face recognition results you want the min. face
size to be larger as opposed to smaller. The best results are for face sizes greater than 150
pixels, but that may not be practical for your image library. You can always test on
individual images or a small folder to see what works best for you.

● Each face is converted into a face template - essentially a digital signature for the face. When
two face templates are compared, the result is a likeness score. The higher the score, the more
similar the faces are according to the machine learning algorithm. This is not perfect science
and is based on the original training data and the machine learning model design. We continue
to improve this technology. That is why periodically a new version may require a rescan of your
photo library - this is done to calculate new face templates.

● As you tag faces, the program gathers more known face templates to compare to unknown face
templates. If there is a match based on the current threshold slider setting (on Settings page)
then that face becomes a suggestion. If no suggestion exists, then based on likeness the
unknown face is added to a “cluster”. If no similar clusters exist then the face is an individual
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cluster. The clusters are displayed under the Unknown tab, starting with the largest cluster and
ending with the single clusters.

● We have limited the pool of known face templates used for suggestion matching. Only the face
marked with a star (“Favorite faces”) are used. The reason for this are;

○ The smaller the set of known templates to compare with, the faster the suggestion
processing will be.

○ The variety of image types in a photo library can be a wide combination of; old scans,
poor quality JPEGs, email attachments, social media images, and high resolution images.
Plus with profile shots, indoor and outdoor lighting, and many other factors, the
individual faces may vary significantly in quality. We limit the number of faces used for
suggestions to an initial maximum of 50 per person, and then allow you to add another 50
up to a maximum of 100 per person.

● It is a good practice to periodically review the "Favorite faces" for your tagged People. If you
havenʼt looked at the individual faces, there could be poorly chosen favorite faces. Those
typically manifest themselves in poor or no suggestions. Refer to the chapter regarding Working
with People for more detail.

Begin with the Unknown Tab
The first step is to start attaching names to faces – in other words “tagging.” To begin tagging, select the
Unknown tab and assign names to faces.

Initially, all faces are unknown. The exception is when you import from an existing Picasa, MS Photo
Gallery, or Fotobounce library.

TIP: Delete any faces you do not know or do not wish to tag. This reduces clutter in your database and
eliminates potential false suggestions. The example below shows deleting a group of faces. This does not remove
the face or image from your database. If you accidentally delete a face, you can recover it by opening the photo in
Photo Viewer and selecting “View/Show Deleted Faces” from the menu.
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The Unknown tab is organized in “clusters”. A cluster consists of face thumbnails that look similar. By
presenting them on a single page, they can be tagged in one operation, saving time. When the clusters
number fewer than two thumbnails, multiple “single face” clusters will be displayed on one page.
Navigate between the clusters with the le� or right keyboard arrows or click the le� and right arrows at
the top right.

Tag (add names) to individual faces via the “dot menu” below the face thumbnail. Dot menu is
highlighted in yellow in this image =>
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Keyboard Shortcuts and Menu Options in Suggested & Unknown View

● CTRL K marks selected faces as Confirmed/Accepted, or all faces if none selected.
● CTRL X marks selected faces as Rejected, or all faces if none selected.
● CTRL N on Suggested & Unknown view opens the Person Selector panel to name the selected faces, or all

faces if none selected.
● CTRL D or CTRL DEL mark selected faces for deletion, or all faces if none selected.
● CTRL <, CTRL > for navigating between the face thumbnails.
● CTRL Z to Undo last action.
● CTRL S or Enter to Save.
● ESC – reset any selections

As Unknowns are tagged, the thumbnails indicate your selection. Selections are applied only when you
click the Save icon (top le�), or CTRL S, or press Enter. This “staged approach” to the tagging process
allows time for editing and makes it easy to change a selection.

For faster tagging, use the menu options at the top right. For example, let s̓ say you have a screen with
ten faces and you want to delete two. It is better to delete the two faces, then use the menu options at the
top right to name the other eight faces. This saves time, in that you would otherwise have to select all
eight faces individually with your mouse.

You should notice suggestions showing up as you name unknown faces - there will be a number
displayed next to the “Suggested” tab button. Best practice is to confirm or reject any suggestions until
they are all done, and then return to tagging more Unknown faces.

TIP: By confirming Suggestions as soon as possible a�er they show up, you are feeding TTP the best information
possible to make further and more accurate suggestions.

There is also a color-coded dot on the bottom le� of any thumbnail (example below):

● Black: The face was detected by TTP only and no tag existed previously.
● Orange: There is no matching metadata face tag.
● Red: Denotes a face created manually in TTP.
● Purple: A metadata face tag exists but no matching TTP face was found. This typically denotes a

poor quality face, as demonstrated in this example.
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The following screenshot shows the Person Selector dialog at the bottom for tagging (naming) a set of
faces. If you change your mind you can always delete the selected faces or cancel the tagging task. As
you type, any matches from existing People will be displayed in a selection list below the name text field.

TIP: Click on any one thumbnail to see a preview of the full image in the right-hand pane.
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The preview display on the right can be expanded to approximately ⅓ of your screen size by using the
mouse to drag the border le� or right. The rows of thumbnails will be re-arranged based on the size of
the preview. The set preview size is available for People, Suggestions, and Unknowns. If you modify the
size, the setting will be preserved until you change it again.

Below is a screenshot showing the name applied to the thumbnails selected. The next step is to confirm
the tagging is correct. You can also choose to reset all selections (↺) or save them.
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Below is an example screenshot showing the Unknown tab with single thumbnails – no clusters. You
navigate back and forth between the multiple pages of single thumbnails with the “page le�” and “page
right” icons circled below. Those are different from the arrow navigation. The arrows take you to the
next or previous cluster.

Saved for Later
There is a special category of Unknown faces that are displayed a�er the section showing single face
clusters. These are labelled Saved for Later. The Saved for Later category or section is typically used in
the following way. If you have thousands of unknown faces, and you find that scrolling through small
clusters of 2 or 3 faces per screen is becoming tedious, you can choose to “Save all (Unknowns) for
Later”. This will allow you to scroll through full pages of thumbnails to tag any missed friends and
family members.
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Here is a snippet showing the function under the main Edit menu:

And here is a screenshot showing the section that appears at the end of all the regular clusters of
Unknown faces:

Once you have reviewed the faces in this section, and are confident that the remainder of the Unknowns
in the Saved for Later category are disposable, you can choose the option to “Delete all Saved for Later”
faces.

TIP: Note that once deleted, those faces in the Saved for Later section wonʼt be available for suggestions in the
future.
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There is another way to use the “Save for Later” function, and that is on individual thumbnails while you
are tagging faces. You may see a face that you donʼt have a name for but you recognize the person. You
can right-click on that face and save it for later. You can also do this with multiple faces selected.

Or, if you have a large group of thumbnails on a page of Unknowns you can simply choose the Save for
Later option from the icon menu (circled in red below):
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Next is an example screenshot showing the naming of a subset of faces on a page. To name (tag a face),
click the dot menu or CTRL N. Click Save or press Enter with a partial screen of selections. If applicable
you could also click the Trash icon to delete the remaining faces.

TIP: The “More” icon at top right of screen forwards to the next page of single Unknown thumbnails.

As faces are tagged, TTP will begin to identify faces with similar features and make suggestions for
recognized People under the Suggested view.

The following screenshot shows the Suggested view. The Suggested view has similarities to the
Unknown view, with the following exceptions:

● The suggested name for the faces shown is listed at the top le�.
● Confirm or reject all suggested faces via the top right menu.
● Confirm or reject individual faces via the buttons below the thumbnail.
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Similar to unknown faces, avoid database “clutter” by deleting incorrect, unrecognized, or unwanted
face suggestions. If you recognize a face, but it is an incorrect suggestion, you have three options: 1) tag
the face with the correct name via the name icon (or CTRL-N), 2) reject the face, which tells TTP not to
suggest this face for this person in the future, or 3) delete the face (by right-clicking on the thumbnail or
pressing DEL).

To apply the selections, click the Save icon, CTRL S, or or hit Enter.

TIP: If you notice the suggestions are really bad (incorrect) for a specific person, that is a good indication that
the favorite images for that person are not chosen properly. Go to the Person screen, and edit the favorite images
removing any blurry, profile, or other poor faces for that person. You should see the bad suggestions disappear.

TIP: When you delete a face, it removes the face from the TTP database (and from any metadata attached to the
image). It will not show up as Unknown or a Suggestion. “Delete face” does not delete the image containing the
face. There is an option under the Photo Viewer, View menu, to “Show deleted faces”. They will appear as
greyed-out thumbnails. You can restore them by right-clicking on the thumbnail.

TIP: Click on any one thumbnail to see a preview of the full image in the right-hand pane

TIP: Double-click on any preview image on the right (not the face thumbnail) to bring up the TTP Photo Viewer
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Working with the People Tab
There are several options when viewing thumbnails under the People tab. Double-clicking a thumbnail
launches a separate screen showing all the faces for that person. You can sort people by popularity or
alphabetically. You can also enter a string as a filter to limit the people shown.

The following icons may exist on the individual thumbnails for a Person.

● Check mark for the Profile or Default thumbnail for a Person
● Orange star denoting this is a favorite face used for Suggestions (refer to section below on

Managing Favorites)
● Color-coded dot based on following scheme:

○ Black background - it means the face was only detected by TTP and no tag existed previously.
○ Orange background - it means there was a matching metadata face tag created by another

program.
○ Red background - identifies a manually created face.
○ Purple background - means metadata face tag existed but no matching TTP face was found.

Merging Duplicates
Sometimes youʼll find there are duplicate people in your library. When this happens, TTP makes it easy
to merge them.

1. First, select the thumbnails for the duplicate people.

2. Next, right-click on one of the selected thumbnails to display menu options.

3. Select “Merge the selected People into x” and TTP will merge the images into one.
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Regenerate face thumbnails for a Person
In certain situations, a display thumbnail may not present properly. In many cases, the feature to
regenerate face thumbnails will resolve the issue. If you are viewing the faces for a specific Person, and
have selected one or more thumbnails, and right-click on any one of the selected thumbnails, the menu
below is presented. This is where you access the Regenerate option.

Exporting face thumbnails for a Person
From the same right-click menu shown above, you also have the option to export selected thumbnails as
image files. If viewing face thumbnails at the higher level, via the main People view, then when you
select one or more People, and right-click on any one of the selected Person(s), you will be presented
with the menu below. In addition to the Merge function described previously, you can Export all face
thumbnails for selected People, or just the Profile face for each Person.

There is also an option under the File menu to Export All Face Thumbnails (profile only) for all People.

Tip: Exporting faces for your tagged people allows you to do some fun creative projects like GIFs and collages
using the exported face images.

Note: You must select a target folder that is external to the TTP monitored library folders, to ensure no duplicate
faces are created within TTP.
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Renaming People
To rename a person:

1. Double-click on a thumbnail for a person.

2. Click on the Edit (pencil) icon beside the name in the title bar.

3. Press Enter to save any changes.

Changing default thumbnail for a Person
To change the default thumbnail for a person:

1. Double-click on a thumbnail for a person.

2. Click on the small green arrow at the top right corner of any specific face thumbnail – that will become the
default thumbnail displayed for that person.

Managing favorite faces for a Person - this directly affects the Suggestions
The number of favorite faces selected for each Person used for Suggestions is limited to a maximum of
100. Favorite faces are converted to face templates by the system. These are then used to find matches
with unknown faces. Initially, TTP auto-selects 50 faces based on quality. By default, the initial list of
thumbnails shown for a Person is sorted to show “Favorite faces” on top. You can change the sorting via
the icon (circled in the screenshot below):

Limiting the number of favorite faces reduces the total size of the recognition database. Users are able
to override the automatic selections and manually select and/or add other faces that are good quality.
The maximum number of face templates used for suggestion (recognition) purposes is 100 per person.
Users can continue to tag thousands of faces per person and all other features are available for those
non-favorite face tags.
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To toggle a favorite face, click on the Orange star icon at the top right of the thumbnail. An orange star
denotes a face that is currently selected. If not selected, the star remains grey.

If the thumbnail has no star (orange or grey), it is because it is a manually tagged face or the quality
score for the face is not suitable for recognition purposes. (This is based on an internal quality score.)
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Searching and Photo Viewer
Find photos in seconds with TTP s̓ powerful Search feature, shown below.

On this screen you can select from any of the following criteria:

● Folder, file name
● People – either to be included or excluded (this is powerful)
● Tags – similarly to include or exclude specific tags
● Date range
● Photos with no Faces
● File type

TIP: To check folders to ensure no faces were missed in the face detection pass, select a folder and check the box
beside “Photos with no faces.”Use the Photo Viewer to manually add a face if needed.

Creating a Search
To create a Search, first define your search criteria and click the Search button. The screenshot below
shows the search results for the search criteria “irene” and “loretta”.
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For any set of search results, select all or select a subset of the images via the selection boxes on the le�
side to:

● View/Batch Tag the entire set.
● Rotate the images.
● Export the images to another folder.

Especially useful if you want to create a slideshow or photo book and want the selected images
saved to a single folder.

TIP: To avoid duplicates and confusion, we strongly suggest that you export any images to a folder that
is NOT managed by TTP.

To view all images in the Search result set in Photo Viewer, double-click any single image. This will
launch Photo Viewer, where you can scroll through the images. You can browse an unlimited number of
photos. Note that temporary Windows files will NOT show up in search results.

These options are also available:

1) The introduction of a folder browsing window on the le� side of the result display – so you can
navigate the folders for the search results and narrow down the list of images to review.

2) The ability to rotate images in the search results. There is a new button to allow for rotation le�
or right in 90-degree increments. This feature is only enabled *IF* you have metadata writing
enabled. The reason for this is that we will update the rotation settings for the image so that it
will display properly in other applications.

3) Ability under the Photo Viewer “File” menu to rotate images. This function mirrors the ability to
rotate under the search results. The latter allows for “batch” rotation of a set of images.

Notes related to image rotation:

1) TIFF files: TTP uses the Windows OS to generate thumbnails of images to display in the search
results view. Windows does not correctly recognize the orientation attribute embedded into TIFF
images, so regardless of a TIFF's rotation it will appear in native and unrotated form. However,
TTP can now correctly read & write the orientation attribute to TIFF images, so viewing the
photo in Photo Viewer or anywhere else in TTP where the full-size image is displayed will show
proper rotation.

2) PNG files: Some PNG files are unable to be rotated by modification of the orientation attribute
because the image has no EXIF section to store that information. This should be a rare situation.

3) RAW and HEIC image formats cannot be rotated using TTP at this time. They can be rotated
outside of TTP. The changes will require a rescan of the image; and regeneration of the JPG
thumbnail that goes along with RAW and HEIC images.
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Last Scan Date

The last column in search results is the Date Last Scanned. This column displays the last time an image
was scanned by TTP. This can be used to sort search results to quickly identify new or recently added
images.

TIP: One way to use this feature is to do a search by folder (or all images), change the sort order on that column
to show most recent first, select the most recent images from the results, then click “View/Tag Selected”, and
browse the most recently scanned images to ensure the tags are correct.

Manual Face Tagging
Photo Viewer gives you the option to manually add a name to a face. Below is an image from a Search
viewed in Photo Viewer. We see that it doesnʼt have an automatically tagged or “found” face. To add a
name tag:

1. Click the blank face to the right and a box appears on the image.

2. Resize and reposition the box as needed to select the face.
3. Once you are satisfied with the position of the box, click the “Add new face” button below the

thumbnail on the right pane. The name dialog window will be displayed to attach a name to the
new face. Keyboard shortcuts make the process even more efficient.
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NOTE:Manual tags are not used for face recognition purposes and they are denoted by a purple dot on the
thumbnail.

Adding Text Tags
The other tab available on the Photo Viewer is the Tags tab shown below. The Tags tab allows you to add
various text tags to the image which are extremely helpful to categorize and organize images. Use text
tags for albums, events, trips, etc. Once added, any tag becomes searchable across the entire TTP library.
Add tags to the entire set OR to the currently displayed image.

NOTE:When tagging a set of photos, only the keywords consistent across all images are displayed. Select “tag
all” or “tag current photo” to manage the scope of your tagging.
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Geo-Tagging
The other feature on the Tags tab is the GPS location. Similar to keywords, this can be set for a single
image or a set of images (batch tagging). This feature requires an Internet connection. If working offline
you wonʼt be able to see the maps visually or perform location lookups. We utilize an open source
mapping service called OpenStreetMap.org which limits the number of transactions that can be done in
a short period of time – so if a warning message saying “no Internet connection” appears, you may have
reached that limit.

Photo Viewer Navigation

When the Photo Viewer initially loads (either by double clicking on an image or loading from Windows
Explorer), the first face will be highlighted with a yellow frame - in both preview and in the thumbnail
section. CTRL-N or clicking the 3 dot icon below the thumbnail will bring up the Person Selector
window to tag (name) the person. CTRL-D will delete all remaining unknowns. CTRL-(le� or right
arrow) will move the highlight from face-to-face. A yellow frame denotes the current thumbnail, a green
frame is a tagged (named) face, and a red frame denotes an untagged (unknown) face.
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Windows Explorer Integration
When Tag That Photo is installed, a module is added to the Windows Explorer menu. Note that in
Windows 11, the menu has been moved to the secondary “Show More Options” page. There is a way to
get the full Windows 10 menu back - see tips below. The TTP sub-menu provides several options:

1. Scan this folder for image changes: Searches for image modifications – new or changed – that
have not been automatically picked up by TTP.

2. Force rescan of all images: Detects faces in images. Allows you to force a face scan on a specific
image, set of images or folder.
Note: Force rescan will NOT restore faces deleted a�er installation of V3.2 as those are being tracked
with that version. Faces deleted before V3.2 upgrade will be restored a�er a force rescan.

3. Force write metadata for all images in this folder: If there are any pending updates to metadata
for the selected images then they will be written to the images immediately.

4. Search in this Folder: Opens the TTP search utility with this folder pre-selected.
5. Manage Libraries: Opens the TTP folder selection utility. Add folder as a library.

Windows 11 default right-click menu
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If one or more images are selected in Explorer, the options presented change to the example shown
below:

1. Open in TTP Photo Viewer: Displays any faces tagged with TTP, plus geo tags and text tags.
2. Open in TTP Photo Viewer for batch tagging: Same as above and enables you to scroll through

the set of images selected and optionally apply tags to all images in the “batch”.

TIP: Open multiple images for batch tagging by selecting more than one image, right-click on any one of the
selected images and then choose the “Open in TTP Photo Viewer” option.

TIP: Select one or more images and “Force rescan of selected images” to remove any previous faces found in the
images and treat the images as if this was the first time they were scanned. This feature will NOT restore deleted
faces - you can restore deleted faces from the Photo Viewer and View menu option.

TIP: To get the Windows 10 right-click menu back there are a few options The following article link describes
three methods, and if you do a Google search you will find more.

How to get Old Right-click Context Menu back on Windows 11 (thewindowsclub.com)
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Archiving (XMP)
A core feature that sets Tag That Photo apart is its commitment to put you in control of your images and
protect your tagging investment. There are few photo organizers for the desktop and no cloud photo
organizers that allow you to save your tags directly in the images.

When you “turn on” the feature to write XMP tags (via the Settings screen), TTP will begin writing any
face tags, geo tags, and text tags into the image using Adobe XMP format. The tag report below on the
le� shows the tags written by TTP in this sample image. For viewing Raw image XMP sidecar files, you
can simply open them up in your favorite text editor (Notepad works fine) to browse the metadata – no
special viewer required.

TIP: The tool used to do this dump is called Exi�ool. It is a very powerful free utility created by Phil Harvey.
Exi�ool offers functions for exporting metadata to CSV format that you could import to a spreadsheet. There is
also a function for repairing JPG metadata if there is corruption.

Screen 1 – Exiftool: Displaying the TTP face tags written into the image using XMP and IPTC standards.

TIP: Another nice tool with a graphical interface is XnViewMP. This displays all the metadata for the
image in a visually pleasing way. It also handles the XMP sidecar images for RAW and HEIC images.
XnViewMP has a feature for stripping existing metadata from an image - sometimes that is useful for
starting fresh.

Future Proofing Face Tags
Tag That Photo uses the Metadata Working Group (MWG) standard for face tags. This group was
originally formed by Adobe, Microso� and Apple. By writing your face tags in this format directly into
your images you will preserve the tags into the future, as opposed to being dependent on a vendor s̓
proprietary implementation. TTP also writes face tags in the Microso� Photo Region Info specification
and this allows for better compatibility with Windows Explorer.
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There are some excellent articles on the web that describe the state of metadata image tagging. It can be
confusing with the evolution of image tagging happening over the course of many years. Here is one of
the better articles:

https://www.carlseibert.com/xmp-iptciim-or-exif-which-is-preferred/

Note: that we plan to add support in 2021 for the relatively new IPTC face region standard.

Metadata Management
TTP treats existing metadata fields as follows:

Title
There are 2 locations from which Title metadata is read:

1. XMP Dublin Core Title (/xmp/dc:title)
2. Exif XPTitle (TagID 0x9C9B)

NOTE: If a photo contains data in both locations, the first of the two listed above that contain non-empty
information are imported. The other is ignored.

Description
There are 3 locations from which Description metadata is read:

1. XMP Dublin Core Description (/xmp/dc:description)
2. IPTC Caption
3. Exif XPSubject (TagID 0x9C9F)

NOTE: If a photo contains data in more than one location, the first of the three listed above that contain
non-empty information is imported. The others are ignored.

GPS Location
There are 2 locations from which GPS metadata is read:

1. EXIF GPS IFD location (/app1/ifd/Gps/subifd:*)
2. XMP exif GPS location (/xmp/exif:GPS*)

NOTE: If a photo contains data in both locations, the first of the two listed above that contain non-empty
information are imported. The other is ignored.

Address Information
Address (Location) information is read from:

1. IPTC XMP Extension for Address Of Location Created
2. IPTC Core nodes for Country, City, Region, RegionSubLocation (app13/irb/8bimiptc/*)

NOTE: If a photo contains data in both locations, the first of the two listed above that contain non-empty
information are imported. The other is ignored.
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Face Regions
Face Regions are read from the following locations:

1. XMP Microso� Photo Region Info specification (MPRI)
2. XMP MWG Region list (Metadata Working Group standard)

NOTE: If a photo contains data in both locations, the regions are synchronized and duplicates are not imported.

Keyword Data
Keyword data is read from the following locations:

1. EXIF XP Keywords (Tag ID 0x09C9E)
2. EXIF XP_DIP_XML (Tag ID 0x4747)
3. IPTC Keywords
4. XMP dc:Subject list

NOTE: Keyword lists from each node (Tip: a node is a separate object in the XMP structure) are separated into
individual keywords. Duplicates are reconciled and not imported more than once.

Control Data
The xmp:MetadataDate node is parsed. If a valid date is found in that location it is stored in the local TTP
database.
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Cross-Application Metadata Compatibility
Our overarching goal is to play nicely with other image management tools, while keeping true to our
core focus – helping people organize their favorite photos using our patented face recognition
technology. We do not pretend to offer a panacea for managing image metadata. We are also committed
to user privacy and ownership. We firmly believe that you should own your metadata and that the
metadata should be embedded in the images – not in a proprietary database.

The table below identifies the metadata section (EXIF, IPTC, XMP) and the field name used by Tag That
Photo.
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References for preceding table:

EXIF Field List https://sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exi�ool/TagNames/EXIF.html  
EXIF GPS Field List https://sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exi�ool/TagNames/GPS.html  
IPTC IIM
Specification http://www.iptc.org/std/IIM/4.2/specification/IIMV4.2.pdf  
IPTC XMP
Specification https://www.iptc.org/std/photometadata/specification/IPTC-PhotoMetadata#about-the-standard

Generally, Tag That Photo follows these rules for metadata management:

● Write face tags (name and face location in image) to MWG XMP face regions and MS Photo 1.2
Schema. MS Photo Schema is o�en shortened to MP in some programs. See references to those
XMP specifications later in this User Guide.

● Write normal keywords and descriptions per table above.
● Write geotags (GPS coordinates) per table above.
● Optionally write People names associated with TTP faces to the following metadata fields: IPTC

Core “Keywords” and XMP dc:subject.
NOTE: TTP does not support hierarchical keywords at this time.

TTP will also look for and read in tags written to the above locations. The only caveat is the handling of
keywords where traditional keywords and people names are mixed together.

When Keywords & People Names Mix
Tag That Photo s̓ rules for managing the overlap of metadata locations when keywords and people names
are mixed together are as follows:

● Tag That Photo will try its best not to introduce duplicate people's names into the keywords list. If
a named face is deleted from the image, TTP will attempt to remove keywords from the image
where the value of the keyword is an exact match on the name.

● When photo metadata is scanned, keyword entries that exactly match people's names in the
image will not be imported as keywords into TTP.

The benefit of the above approach is to provide flexibility while adhering to industry standards (where
they exist), and to “play nice” with other photo management tools.
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In Sync
The following table shows how popular photo management applications read Tag That Photo s̓ face and
keyword tags. Some products are tested by the TTP team, while we rely on user feedback for others. An
asterisk denotes products we have tested.

Tag That Photo Face & Keyword Tags Compatibility Chart

Product
Reads MWG or
MS Face Tags

Reads Keyword
Tags

Adobe Lightroom *
Adobe Bridge *
Photo Mechanic 6
ACDsee
XnViewMP *
Photo Supreme
GIMP
Photoscape X
IrfanView
digiKam
Fast PictureViewer
Zoner Photo Studio
Mylio
Cyberlink Photo Director 9
On1Phot RAW 2019
Capture One Pro (12)
Photos (Mac) *
Preview App (Mac) *

Tips to Minimize Metadata Confusion
Here are some suggestions to avoid problems where multiple products writing image tags can cause
confusion (acceptable), or worse...clobber each other (obviously not desirable).

● Use Tag That Photo to tag People in your images. Donʼt use other programs to put names of
people in the keyword fields. This can create duplicates.

● Tag That Photo or any other program can be used to edit keywords or dates - with the above
exception noted.

● Some programs treat XMP sidecar metadata (for HEIC and RAW images) differently than others.
The following programs have been tested and are compatible with TTP sidecars:

o Exi�ool
o XnViewMP
o Adobe Bridge
o Adobe Lightroom Classic
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Tagging Observations on TTP and Similar Photo Tagging Applications
Here are some interesting use cases and notes about other products:

● TTP has two-way compatibility with Picasa. As long as you do not ask TTP to write out MWG face
tags – and only MS face tags – then Picasa will also read TTP tags. If there are certain features you
like in Picasa, you could still use it, but donʼt use Picasa for face tagging.

● TTP has two-way compatibility with MS Photo Gallery (MPG). MPG will read the TTP-generated
MS XMP face tags, whether you use Metadata Working Group (MWG) tags or not. Similar to the
recommendation above for Picasa, we suggest you use TTP for face tagging and only use the
other features of MS Photo Gallery.

● Picasa writes face tags and keywords to metadata. It DOES NOT write captions or descriptions.

● MS Photo Gallery doesn't allow for separate captions and descriptions. Both fields are forced to
the same values.

● Adobe Lightroom Classic (the original desktop product) does not transfer face tags to Adobe
Lightroom Creative Cloud (CC) version – odd but true.

● Picasa does not transfer face tags to Google Photos. Again, odd but true.

● MS Photos (Microso� s̓ newest desktop app) does not read face tags from MS Photo Gallery –
another head-scratcher.

● Adobe Lightroom Classic does not directly import face tags from Picasa or MS Photo Gallery.
Only TTP can make that happen easily for users.

● While HEIC image format is capable of embedded XMP storage, TTP is not able to read or write it
at this time.

Scanning of NEW images
Here s̓ what happens when Tag That Photo performs a folder scan and finds a NEW image:

1. It scans the image metadata as above.

2. A�er metadata is read, the image is submitted for face detection. If the image is a RAW or HEIC
image format, a (hidden) JPG thumbnail image is created in the same location as the source image. It
uses the following naming convention:

.{original filename}.{original filetype}.ttp-JPG

3. The face tags read from metadata are reconciled with those detected by our face detector. Three (3)
lists result from this reconciliation. They are:

a. List of faces found both in metadata AND by the face detector.
b. List of faces found only in metadata.
c. List of faces found only by the face detector.

The 3 face lists are stored in the local TTP database.

4. Metadata for GPS, Address and Keywords are also stored in the local TTP database.
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NOTE: The face detector is set for general performance across all types of images – low resolution and high
resolution. The downside of this “general” setting is that you may find more false positives on high resolution
images. And, you may miss faces on low resolution images. One trick for low resolution images is to double,
triple, or quadruple the image (simply blow it up!) and let TTP scan that version. You will notice more faces
showing up.

Scanning of Modified Images
TTP monitors the file system and detects file changes in real-time. If an image is changed while TTP is
not running, it will be rescanned at scheduled intervals. TTP will determine if a change to an image
involves only Metadata OR if the pixel data of the image has been modified.

● When pixel data is changed, the image is queued for standard face detection (because the image
could have been cropped and any number of faces may have been removed).

● If the image s̓ xmp:metadataDate field of the xmp is different from the locally stored XMP date
(in the TTP database), the image is queued for Metadata re-processing.

NOTE: Alternatively, a user may manually queue up an image or folder for scanning if desired (right-click
on the image from Windows Explorer and go to the TTP drop down menu option) OR an image change may
NOT have been detected by TTP if that Windows notification was intercepted by another program OR if the
image folder is on a NAS device.

Reprocessing steps
1. Metadata is scanned as described previously.

2. A�er metadata is read, the image is submitted to the face detector.

3. The faces collected from metadata are reconciled with those detected by the face detector. Three
(3) lists result from this reconciliation. They are:

a. List of faces found both in metadata AND by the face detector.
b. List of faces found only in metadata.
c. List of faces found only by the face detector.

The 3 face lists are stored in the local TTP database.

4. If the action was the result of a metadata change, the faces in the image metadata are reconciled
with the currently existing tags in the TTP database:

a. Duplicates are kept un-modified.
b. New metadata faces are added.
c. TTP database faces not found in metadata are deleted.

5. If the action was NOT the result of a Metadata change:

a. The TTP face detector results are reconciled with faces in the image metadata.
b. The result of step a) is compared with currently existing local TTP database faces.

i. Duplicates are reconciled and not altered.
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ii. Local TTP database faces not found with the face detector OR metadata list are
removed.

iii. Faces detected by the face detector OR faces found in metadata that are not
currently in the local TTP database, are added

Synchronizing Photo Metadata with other TTP Users
This is a very powerful feature of TTP that allows you to share tagging efforts on a subset of your photo
library (or even all of your photos if you choose).

NOTE: By updating the metadata on shared images, all people with shared access receive the tag information.

If multiple copies of TTP are reading from the same folder or sharing (be it a network share or
cloud-synchronized folder including Dropbox, Google Drive, and OneDrive), changes to metadata made
by one TTP user can be picked up by any other TTP user connected to that folder. When this happens,
the steps outlined in the handling of Modified Images are executed. You may need to run a scan on the
folders from Windows Explorer to detect some image changes.
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4. System and Configuration Info

File / Object Location

Program Folder C:\Program Files\TagThatPhoto

Local database \Users\{user}\AppData\Local\TagThatPhoto

Log files Same folder as database

VERY IMPORTANT TIP #1: The database containing all metadata should be backed up on a regular basis.
From the backup option at the bottom of the Settings windows you will be able to quickly and easily take
backups. We suggest that you write those to a removable drive in case your system crashes.

VERY IMPORTANT TIP #2: Tag That Photo maintains a unique ID for each image. If the image is modified in
some way, such as during editing, the pixel content of the image changes. This also changes the image ID.
Tagging info may be lost as well, due to the fact that TTP sees the image as “new” so it rescans the image. If the
name of the file or the metadata changes, that is not an issue. Those images will still appear to be the same
image for TTP. This ensures you will not lose your tagging data. If the detected image face regions donʼt line up
with existing metadata face tags then the regions will appear as unknown faces. That could happen if you crop
the images for example; or change the resolution significantly.

Tag That Photo licenses the core face detection and face recognition engine from Applied Recognition
Corp. (ARC). ARC is an industry leader, developing advanced face recognition technology for over 10
years.

TIP: The AppData folder is hidden by default. To quickly get to it (hidden or not) you can always use this
method:

Press Win + R at the same time to open Run. Then type %appdata% and press Enter.

Storage space considerations
TTP adds additional space on your system in the following areas:

● Program files – approx. 100MB
● Metadata database (AppData folder) - approx. 200MB per 10,000 images
● XMP sidecar for HEIC and RAW – 20kb max per image
● JPG thumbnails for HEIC and RAW – 200k to 300k per image

Backup/Recovery/Reset
The settings window offers a backup and restore option for your TTP database. The database stores all
the metadata for your photo library. It is good to periodically run a backup before and a�er a major
tagging session. If you havenʼt made any changes (tagging specifically) then there is no need to run a
regular backup. Note that this backup does NOT backup your photo images.
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This feature can be used as a migration tool – for example, if you are moving over to a new computer.
The main requirement is that the path to your photos on the new machine is the same as the current
machine. If not, then donʼt use this method and refer to the migration strategy in the next section.

The Reset feature allows you to essentially “start over” from the beginning. If you were just trying TTP
out on a few folders, and now want to use TTP to scan your main photo library then it may be best to
start over. In any case, by taking a backup first, you can also get back to where you were via a Restore. As
the old computer experts say, “you can never have too many backups”.

NOTE: You can create multiple databases for TTP using the backup, reset and restore features. If you have two
(or more) distinct categories of images you can create a database for each. When you want to work on another
category you can backup the current one, and restore a different database. Each database can maintain different
views on your images.

Background tasks
All actions started by users will have priority over background system tasks. For example, TTP
periodically scans image folders for changes as a background task. If a user executes a “force rescan”
from Win Explorer, then that task will receive a higher priority and pause the background job. This
higher priority “pausing” also applies to metadata updates resulting from tagging.

Migrating
This is a very powerful feature of TTP that allows you to share tagging efforts on a subset of your photo
library (or even all of your photos if you choose). You may want to go to a new system, or simply move
one or more image folders to another location on your current drive, or to a new drive. For “migrating to
a new system,” make sure all metadata writing activity is finished. To ensure metadata is preserved, you
may want to go to Windows Explorer, and for each TTP-monitored folder, select “Force write metadata”.
Then you can copy the images to the new system, install TTP, and point it to the new image folder
locations on the new system. As those images are scanned, the metadata will automatically populate the
new database with all people and other tags.

For the scenario of moving images around on your hard drive, start by creating the new target folders to
receive the images – but donʼt copy or move them from the old locations yet. Next, add the new empty
target folders to the list of TTP-monitored folders. Copy or move photos from the previous folders to the
new folders. The images should be picked up by TTP in the new locations. Once you are satisfied that the
people counts havenʼt changed, go ahead and remove the old monitored locations from TTP. Then you
can move forward in the new drive locations. You will find more step by step instructions under the
Knowledge Base area of our Helpdesk portal. (https://helpdesk.tagthatphoto.com )
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5. Help and Support

The Help menu in TTP lists options to update your license, report a problem, or check for so�ware
updates. If you require further support, please refer to Tag That Photo FAQs on the website. We have a
Helpdesk portal that you can register for a free account to access. https://helpdesk.tagthatphoto.com

Here, you can post new tickets, browse your ticket history, and search the Knowledge Base for detailed
instructions on performing certain tasks. We also list the planned future features to allow you to give a
“thumbs up” or “thumbs down” on those.

For help with common tasks, be sure to subscribe to our Youtube channel for tutorials to assist with
common tasks.

In closing, we thank you for selecting Tag That Photo and hope you find it to be a valuable photo
management application. If you have suggestions for how we can make it even better, please drop us an
email at info@tagthatphoto.com.

Happy tagging!
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6. Appendix

Tag That Photo Metadata Decision Path Detail

Keywords
1. Read and reconcile Keywords from

a. IPTC IIM Core Keywords

b. XMP dc:subject

c. EXIF XP Keywords

2. Write keywords to < IPTC Core Keywords> and <XMP dc:subject>
NOTE: TTP will not write back to XP Keywords)

3. When updating keywords of a batch of photos, only display keywords common to all photos in
the batch. Adding/removing a keyword only affects that one keyword. It does not replace all the
existing keywords on other images.

4. There is a switch on the Settings screen that gives users the option to enable writing of people
names as part of the keywords list.

a. When this setting is ENABLED, the metadata writer will append the people's names from
the photo to the list of keywords to be written to the image in all keyword locations (refer
to table earlier in this post).

b. When photo metadata is scanned, keyword entries that exactly match people's names in
the image will not be imported as keywords into TTP.

DateTaken
1. Read DateTaken from:

a. EXIF DateTimeOriginal

b. IPTC Core 2.55/2.60

2. Allow the user to modify the DateTaken attribute. Write back to:

a. EXIF DateTimeOriginal

b. IPTC Core 2.55/2.60

c. XMP Photoshop:DateCreated

3. When updating photos in batch, only allow for modification of the Date (not time).

4. When updating a single photo, allow the user to modify both date & time components.
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Description (caption)
1. Allow the user to modify the Description attribute.

a. Read From: XMP dc:description, IPTC Caption, Exif XPSubject

b. Write back to dc:description

Title
1. Allow the user to modify the Title attribute.

a. Read From: XMP dc:title, EXIF XPTitle

b. Write back to dc:title.

People Names
1. Read from MWG:Regions and Microso� Photo Region List.

2. Write to Iptc4XmpExt:PersonInImage node.

3. Write as part of MWG:Regions.

4. Write as part of Microso� Photo Region Info list.

5. (Optionally) Write people names back to the Keywords list (refer to table earlier in this post)

TTP will try it s̓ best not to introduce duplicate people's names into the keywords list. If a named
face is deleted from the image, TTP will attempt to remove keywords from the image where the
value of the keyword is an exact match on the name. With this option enabled, there may be
cases of mismatches:

a. User tags a face as Abigail Brown

b. TTP writes “Abigail Brown” as a keyword to the image

c. User loads image in another so�ware program and changes the keyword to “Abigail”

d. TTP Reloads image and updates keyword to “Abigail”

e. TTP eventually re-rewrites metadata and recreates a new keyword as “Abigail Brown”,
leaving image with 2 keywords: “Abigail” and “Abigail Brown”
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Keyboard Shortcuts

Thumbnails (People, Suggested,
Unknown)

Ctrl + X Marks selected faces as Rejected, or all faces if none selected

Ctrl + K
Marks selected faces as Confirmed/Accepted, or all faces if none are
selected

Ctrl + N
On Suggested & Unknown view opens the Person Selector panel to name the
selected faces, or all faces if none selected

Ctrl + D or Ctrl + DEL Mark selected faces for deletion, or all faces if none selected

Ctrl + Z Undo last action

Ctrl + L Save marked faces for Later from Unknown page

Enter or Ctrl + S Complete the move in progress - save the actions

Ctrl + Arrow Left (Right) Navigate left and right thumbnails

Esc Reset any selections made

Photo Viewer

Arrow left and Right If multiple photos selected then navigate between photos

Ctrl + Arrow Left (Right) Navigate between faces in the photo

Ctrl + N Start Person Selector for current face

Ctrl + D or Ctrl + DEL Delete all unknown faces

DEL Delete current face

XMP Standards Reference Information
● MS Photo 1.2 Schema:

https://docs.microso�.com/en-us/windows/win32/wic/-wic-people-tagging#microso�-photo-12-sc
hema

● MWG Working Group standard: The official website has been offline for a few months but we are
told it will be online again at some point soon ( http://metadataworkinggroup.com/) In the
interim, please refer to this link to the MWG standard itself:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/so�ware.tagthatphoto.com/docs/mwg_guidance.pdf
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